This book is for you:
For years, I struggled to make money as an entrepreneur. But, when I
finally started writing copy for clients...my world changed.
Your world deserves to be changed too.
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INTRODUCTION:
Wanna know a killer secret…?
Just because you’re a great writer doesn’t mean you’ll be a successful,
income-producing writer.
That’s the honest truth. The ones actually ‘living the writer’s dream’ actually
bring in client work like clockwork. They aren’t necessarily the next JK
Rowling.
They simply know the art of finding and closing clients.
It’s much like McDonald's doesn’t have the best
burger in town...but they know how to line up
hungry folks outside their drive-thru.
By the end of this report, you’ll know how to
nab your first client within the first 29 days of
starting your writing career.
That’s right. Even if you have ZERO experience
writing, you can start bagging clients.
WHAT KIND OF WRITING?
If you plan on making a living writing, it’ll be tricky trying to be a fiction
writer or screenwriter. To be honest, I write copy now so I have enough
money to pursue screenwriting later.
Instead of making my family starve in the meantime, the best step forward
was to learn copywriting and make my living first that way.
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Copywriting = the art of using copy to persuade a reader to
exchange their information and/or money in return for your product or
service.
As you can imagine, for businesses this means $$$$. Sure, you could nab
a job as a ‘social media writer’ but guess what...you’ll probably make about
$40,000/year. Because writing social media posts isn’t necessarily writing
copy.
Writing copy is a ‘fight for blood’ sport. Your work will be placed front and
center...if people buy, you’re heralded like some gladiator fighting off the
barbarian hoard in the Coliseum.
You fail...the client could send you packing the next day.
However --- the latter isn’t the usual case. I’m being dramatic. But, the
stakes are high. Those who rise to the challenge are rewarded (I’m hoping
that’s you.). Because the stakes are high, there’s a TON OF MONEY TO
BE MADE.
Writing copy will cause you to pull out your hair, but, at the same time, get
your blood pumping with excitement..
It’ll cause you to throw tantrums on your keyboard, yet reward you more
than any middle manager job would.
Don’t be scared by what I wrote. If you treat your clients well enough, they
will forgive you for a failed copy piece.
However, if you instead act like a typical freelancer...i.e. Late work,
diva-like behavior, no-value-added services...it could be the end of the line
for you.
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So...if you’re willing to write copy, get your hands dirty, type until your
knuckles ache, be nice to clients... you’ll get paid well for it…so
Welcome to quitting your job, writing from home, and getting paid
handsomely for it.
BRIEF INTRODUCTION:
My name is Joe Cassandra.
Since I was some pimply-faced middle
school kid, I wanted to be an
accountant.
That’s right. ‘CFO of Coca-Cola’ I
always thought. Mahogany desk and a
view of downtown from the 800th floor.
Well, I racked up a 6-figure college bill
and degree in the accounting
field and set out on my first job.
That first day as an
accountant...I can still remember
the feeling...I’m being led to my dusty beige cubicle by my boss Ed.
He sat me down in a chair that looked 20 years old. He heaved a massive
black box onto my pale desk and says ‘Look through this, I’ll see you at
lunchtime.’
I gulp.
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Cracking open the book, my eyes blurry. It’s all financial
statements...hundreds of them.
What the heck am I supposed to do with this?’
Right away, one of those cartoon black clouds came over me…a horrific
feeling came over...I made a huge mistake getting an accounting degree.
Maybe you’ve felt that about your career choice...the empty feeling and
everything. I needed to get out before I even began!
Well, for years I started and fail multiple ‘businesses’ that went nowhere.
Didn’t ever make more than a $1 (laughable, right?)
However, I realized throughout this slog of a process... I loved writing. It
was enjoyable to communicate ideas with you all through the magic of a
pen.
In August, 2015, I took my copywriting career live.
How did I get my first clients? Well,I’ll show you the four ways in a few
minutes.
On February 1, 2016, I put in my resignation to write full-time, even
with a stay-at-home wife, a 11-month old daughter, and over
$221,000 in debt.
Since then,
I’ve had big time months. Here I made $54,331.69 in 70 days.
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At the time of this writing, I’ll clear
around $31,000 just this month. We’ve
moved across the country, bought our
dream house, remodeled our kitchen,
paid off debt.
Why aren’t I teasing you with “I write
from the beach” gluck? Because I don’t
want that. Maybe you do...okay...that’s
possible. I simply wanted more time
with my family and a career I enjoyed (and proud of).
All that started with my first clients I picked up using the simple 4-strategies
you’re about to see.
ABOUT YOU
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What’s inside this report works no matter where you are on the ladder to
writing success:
You could :
-

Be a freelance copywriter already
Have no writing experience since high school
Enjoy writing but may not even want to do it as a career
Have no niche chosen
Retired and looking for more income

NOTE; As you are now on my mailing list, be forewarned...these
methods are best used for when y
 ou need a client fast.
It doesn’t necessarily mean they will be the best client for you or the
most high-paying client. Instead, it’s a way to dive into picking up
clients without much of the upfront work I recommend.
As you read more of my material through the next few weeks in your
emails and in other programs, I outline picking a niche and really
going deep.
However, I quit my job without a niche or anything. You could do the
same by using the strategies in this book.
This is how I started. Many folks always ask: “ How do I get a client
ASAP without having to use any of those freelancer sites like
Upwork, etc.?”
Well, these are the strategies I would tell them to use out of the gate.
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I’m a huge proponent of building momentum.
Small wins are the gasoline for any entrepreneur. Signing a few clients
as fast as possible is a small win. When I worked for years trying to get a
business off the ground, I was making virtually nothing.
I remember calling my wife in 2012, excited because I sold $1 in affiliate
sales. I remember telling her: “Dear, it’s the first of many…”
Well, that was a bold-faced lie. I didn’t make another $1 on my own until I
started writing copy for clients.
Today, I recommend honing in on a niche, becoming an expert in that area
and collecting your clients that way.
However, that can take over a month or two to really entrench yourself in a
specialty.
If you’re desperate for cash or simply trying to gain momentum, this
book will push you in the right direction.
These strategies I haven’t talked about before ever. You’re getting an
exclusive peek with this book today.
This book has a fairly straight-forward layout.
First, I’ll discuss getting a few samples set up so you have a tangible piece
to show people if they ever ask for it.
Next, you’ll go through four chapters kicking off the rock-solid strategies I
recommend for securing those first clients. I’ll make these detailed with
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exact steps, scripts, and follow-through moves. These strategies landed me
$1,200/month retainers, $5,000 projects and more.
Finally, I’ll put a bow on this book with some “DO’s” and “DON’Ts” to save
you time, money and headache. These all come from my experience and
some of the bone-head mistakes I made!
For now, sit down and let’s get to work,
Joe Cassandra
Founder of Quit Job To Write
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CHAPTER 1:
BUILD SPEC SAMPLES
Jumping into the copy pool is a low-barrier-to-entry play.
This means: It’s not “hard” to go around and call yourself a copywriter.
What this rains down are a bunch of lazy, broke freelancers who like to
parade around like they’re entrepreneurs. Anyone can slap ‘copywriter’
under their name and start with $0 invested.
You’ll hear other writers complain about “market saturation” or “not getting
paid enough”... it’s because they’re fighting against the lowest common
denominator of writers.
It’s because they’re on Upwork or Fiverr, etc. duking it out with guys in Asia
who work for $2/hour. Last I heard, Upwork is rejecting new ‘copywriters’
because there are too many on the platform calling themselves that.
That’s not where you want to be.
Instead, you need to find ways to stand-out from the competition and get
paid well. The opportunities are out there. The problem is too many
freelancers look for shortcuts. Hence, Upwork, Freelancer.com and others
were born.
Copywriters whose only job is to write marketing pieces that
sell….COULDN’T WRITE THEMSELVES INTO A JOB!
What kind of malarkey is this? A marketer who can’t market himself. Can
you say red flag!
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The first step in standing out is having a decent looking sample portfolio.
Now, you might think I’m loco because you may not have any
clients...meaning you don’t have any samples to show.
That is A-OK. All we want is a few writing samples and off you will go.
As you grow your client base, you will have more and more samples to pick
from. Especially as you produce results for clients. Selling results makes
the selling process much, much easier.
For right now, we want to show off your writing magic.
This is an important step to get started because as you grow and begin
talking with larger, higher-paying clients, typically the first question they ask
is “Can you send over some samples?”
Let’s not focus on that at the moment, that’s for down the line.
Today, all we want to do is figure out what types of samples to create. Now,
since we are working towards doing ‘copywriting,’ it’s most ideal if we write
pieces showing our copy prowess in that area.
WHAT IF I HAVEN’T LEARNED HOW TO WRITE COPY:
If you’re not even at the point of ‘knowing’ how to write copy...it’s important
you get a few quick tips. Now, you could bag some clients without knowing
everything about copy. Actually, I knew very little about copy when I signed
my first retainer client for $1,200/month.
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However, the work I did for him was more leaning towards ‘blogging’ rather
than ‘copy.’ Not to say that’s bad. Because at this point, all we want is a
win. Something to validate what you’re doing and pay you cash for your
efforts.
At the same time, it’s definitely best to get acquainted with the books and
ideas I’m about to show you. These will serve as your copy foundation as
you grow.
Remember --- becoming a copywriter is a tough gig. It’s super rewarding,
but at the same time, you have to be willing to put in some elbow grease.
Those who spend their days scrolling through Upwork.com looking for
‘leads’ and getting paid $10 for a 1,000 word articles...they are looking for
the ‘quick path’ to riches. They will go broke.
That’s not going to be you.
You’ll instead be sniffing out copy leads on your own. You’ll be
turning over stones no one else looked under and finding 4
 -5
figure checks.
To start...you need some basic copy knowledge. Here’s a crash course on
steps to take:
------------------------------HOW DO I BECOME A MASTER?
Read and learn from the best:
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Read: Gary Halbert, John Carlton, David Ogilvy's books, Joseph
Sugarman's book, Bob Bly has a great (long) book on all the tactics of
copywriting. (Complete list here)
It doesn't stop there. Keep going.
Reading a book is only 5% of it. Look at ads you see in magazines,
newspapers, on TV.  Is what is written interesting and making me want to
act?
Open your junk mail (yes all those Time Warner Cable bulk mails sent out)
and read their copy.
Typically, it's horrible. A lot of *flash* and *huzzah* without any substance.
The reason for all this?
You see what others are doing and what NOT to do (and what you should
be doing).
That's another 10% (notice we're only at 15%).
If you don't absolutely love reading copy others do to learn from it, you're
not going to enjoy this profession. Gary Halbert typically tore out ads he
thought were great and kept them in a "Swipe" file. Every time he wrote
copy, he pulled them all out for inspiration.
PICK UP A PEN
For every new piece of copy, start with a brain dump. Look at the product
or service, describe the benefits, what does a customer feel when using it,
WHY should they buy it.
A secret?
Write down every reason a customer will say "NO" and then in your writing,
subtly, answer those questions.
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This is the brain dump process. You aren't editing. All ideas are "good" at
this point.
Next...
Step away. You need time for your brain to organize thoughts. Go read, go
walk, go play, go have sex. Anything but thinking about what's written. It's
called the Incubation period.
What you'll find is you'll be taking a shower, walking, having sex, then
EUREKA, an idea will hit that will connect different ideas together.
You'll jump out of shower (or the bed) and go and write some more. Here
you are still not editing yourself, but developing your flow.
WRITE YOUR HEADLINE
This is the most important piece. Have you ever caught yourself flipping
through a magazine and realize you've skipped most of it?
Sure. Want to know the reason?
Because the headlines didn't GRAB you. They didn't reach out of the page
and catch your attention to tell your brain "Hey, this is interesting."
You'll have this same issue unless you develop a grabbing headline. Here's
38 headline ideas/templates: Professional copywriter and marketing
communications expert.
EDIT
The last step in the process is to edit down everything. Take out words.
Replace words with ones that have deeper emotion.
Trim the fat. Read everything out loud and hear how it sounds. Normally,
you'll find the awkward phrases, the weird sounding words etc.
MASTERING?
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You become a Master when you understand how to do all this over and
over and over and perfecting it over and over.
Soon, your writing gets better. Ideas come faster. Your hourly rate goes
soaring.
Mastering is simply taking something (much like a shooting movement in
basketball) and repeating it until you know how to do it very well.
1. Mindset. Know you will Fail
2. Must love w
 riting (and editing)
3. Read from t he greats. Read copy you see all around you
(paper mail, company emails, tv and radio ads. etc.)
4. Start with brain dumps of every idea in your head. Stretch
your mind. Soon more ideas will come all the time.
5. Incubate all the time (looks like you aren't working, but your
brain is. Endure the taunting comments from the
non-creatives)
6. Put Eureka idea in action. Make each sentence compelling
enough they want to read the next one.
7. Create a headline that catches (but doesn't lie)
8. Learn to edit yourself (I still struggle with this), but edit edit.
It's tough to read your own writing. Everything sounds like
crap at first. As you get better, you'll feel more confident.
-----------------------Does that help?
You just read the building blocks for becoming an expert copywriter. That’s
not to say there isn’t a truckload more to stick your nose into...but, this is a
start.
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You’d best start with picking up one of the top books on copywriting (at
least from what I recommend):
1. Influence by Robert Cialdini
2. Ca$hvertising by Drew Whitman
3. Tested Advertising Methods by John Caples
You’ll find my top book recommendations HERE ---> Q
 uit Job To Write Site
**Note, these are affiliate links. For every book you buy, Amazon gives me a teeny-tiny percentage to
offset some of the costs of this book. Thanks in advance for using them.**

Another resource to quickly learn copy is SWIPED.CO.

This site has screenshots of excellent copy. Some of it from top writers who
died decades ago. The beauty of copy is the fundamentals stay pretty set.
Humans haven’t changed too much when it comes to selling to their
emotions.
When I talk about ‘copy’, I refer to much of what you see on the site --Miles of ads, sales letters, emails...all dedicated to convincing the reader to
send money or their information.
Be careful...some of the ads may convince you to buy something! Frankly, I
don’t think you’ll be able to...still, watch out!
You need these copy foundation skills so you can craft the right samples.
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NOTE: To be clear, this book is focused on getting you clients fast. So,
we don’t want to spend too much time hitting the books. We will do that
more in later trainings, plus for the clients we go after, we don’t
necessarily need a crazy amount of copy knowledge.
We will be going after those who won’t be looking for the more
experienced writers. Instead, you’ll be getting your foot in the door with
companies who more need a reliable writer than a ‘30-year pro.’
Let’s get started.
First, we want to start with some blog posts. We start with blog posts as
a quick way to flex our muscles and get our fingers moving.
If you already have a blog, this is awesome. You most likely already have
posts up.
Quick question if you do --- do you have articles that are more ‘how to’
rather than autobiographical?
We need more of the former. You’ll be reaching out to businesses for the
most part. They need proof you’re able to write informative and
compelling posts on a business matter (rather than personal).
If you don’t have any samples, here’s what we want to do.
- Open up Linkedin.com. Hopefully, you have a profile and it’s filled
out.
- Click “Write Post” under the status box. Up pops a new area to
write a post.
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Your best bet right now is to:
Write 3 posts about ‘copywriting.’ Topics to include:
- Why copy is important to a business
- Tips to get more opens in an email
- Tips to write better headlines
- How to hire the right copywriter for your business
Much of this you can pull from the b
 ooks I recommended, or Google
around for the answers if you don’t know. All we’re trying to do is get some
writing samples up there.
Save a copy of each post in Google Drive. (http://drive.google.com; You’ll
have to sign in...it’s free)
Those are your very first writing samples if you’re new, congratulations!
We write these on Linkedin to sprinkle in opportunities for your connections
to see your posts and perhaps reach out to you. That’s happened before to
me multiple times.
Next, now that you’re armed to the teeth with copy skills!, we need some
copy samples. The best way to do this:
1. Find companies that interest you. They don’t have to be local.
2. Choose a company that is small-to-medium sized...not a large
company.
3. The fastest way to do this: Pick an area based on the job you’re
in right now. If you work at a software/tech company, look for
software companies. If you work at a restaurant, look for food
packers, food manufacturers, any sort of business that sells
something.
4. Find these companies through:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Linkedin
Facebook
Use Google: Type in “software company directory”
Insider Tip: Look for conferences based around these
companies. Look for software, food, legal, financial
conferences. No matter what sector you choose, there will be a
conference I promise. Look for the sponsors, look for the
attendees list.
5. After you find these companies
a. Look for copy they have on their website or sales page or ads
b. Write your own version of the copy
c. This is a great way to practice and also will be used to get your
foot in the door
You’re looking for potential prospects at this point. At the same time
though, you don’t want to spend too much time sifting through companies.
Trust me...it can take weeks of wasted time researching looking for the
‘right company.’
I wasted months doing this. You want to spend only a few days of this next
week looking for these companies. Remember, all we’re doing is looking for
opportunities to practice our copy skills. If they don’t become a client, it’s
okay.

KILLER TIP --- The “in talks with” maneuver:  Here’s how you want to
position these samples --- and this is mega-cool --- you want to work on
companies that are doing enough in revenue (7 - 8 figures) or in an area
that another company you reach out to might know.
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Because when you do these samples, you’ll take them to these
companies (I’ll show you later in this book) and offer it to them. Then, if
they say YES OR NO you can say you ‘are in talks with X company.’
If the company actually looks at your work, and responds….even if it’s a
“no’...you’ve technically worked with that company. Somewhat of a
stretch, you might think, but it’s like if I gave a copy quote to a big name
company...and their marketing manager looked through my work…
I’m technically ‘in talks with X company.’ That’s a way to get your foot in
the door in many other places. More details further along.
Pretty cool, hug?

Types of copy to do:
- Long form sales letters
- Short form sales letters (you might get these in the mail)
- Facebook ads
- Sponsored ads you’ll see on websites
- Website copy leading to a “Add to Cart’” button
Read through your copy as if you’re the prospect: “Would my copy make a
reader want to take action?”
A good rule of thumb about copy: I f you get excited while reading your
own copy, it’s a good sign a reader will be 10X as excited (since they’re
reading it for the first time).
That’s what I’ve found.
At the end of this exercise, you should have:
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- 3 blog posts completed (500 words min. each)
- 3 p
 ieces of copy (3 different companies --- use variety of short &
long copy)
Armed with these 6 pieces of copy, you’re now ready to take on the world
of clients!
Here’s a reassurance for you --- for many we will contact using these four
strategies, they most likely won’t ask for samples. If they do, we will use
what I call the “apples to oranges” trick to get out of giving them our
samples.
LET’S RECAP:
Steps to take this week:
1. Pick up at least one of the books I mentioned above. Give it a quick
read-thru. Make notes
2. Write 3 blog posts based around copy (no need to set up a website!)
3. Find 3 companies you wouldn’t mind writing copy for
4. Write 3 copy pieces for these (variety of long and short)
5. Strap in and open your bank account for the clients on the way!
BONUS TIP:
One copy sample you could create (especially for long copy, I would
recommend) is a video selling your own services. It’s not for any particular
client, just generally.  Create a slideshow presentation where you record
your screen. All you hear is your own voice. Make it 10-30 minutes of you
giving away information, then pitching your services at the end. It allows
you to practice copy while also writing for something you know well --yourself!
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CHAPTER TWO:
START WITH THIS STRATEGY FIRST!
Up to now, you should have samples with at least 3 blog posts written on
your Linkedin. These last few words are extra important for this first
client-getting strategy.
“Linkedin.”
Because this is where you’re going to attack in a minute. First, we are
going to start in a different direction.
Talk with people you know.
Now, before you get upset with the ‘obvious,’ hear me out. When I say
‘people you know’, I mean anyone you’re connected to on social media and
those connected to you closely i.e. your family/friends.
My first client was a loose connection from Linkedin. A loose connection
that turned into a $1,200/month retainer. All you have to be willing to do is
send an email. That’s it.
Let’s start with family and friends.
Here’s a post you can put on your Facebook wall tonight (and on
Linkedin).

DO YOU KNOW ANYONE?
If you know someone in marketing, shoot me a quick PM. I’m in the
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middle of a major change in my life. I’m starting to write sales copy to help
businesses bring in a truckload more customers.
There’s a huge need out there for someone who has the ability to write
sales pieces (FB ads, content, copy to sell products on their website,
etc.).
Since this is a major life change, I’m simply looking for advice from
someone more experienced.
Send me a quick PM now and just say “I know someone.”
Thanks, this will help me learn much faster!

Notice how short and sweet this is? I’m sure you’ve seen posts from friends
about “buying Mary Kay” or something. Notice how these desperate friends
will ramble on about how much they ‘love’ something and are ‘super
excited’ to get started.
Forget that. Put your copy skills to work right now. You don’t want to
appear sheepish or embarrassed for posting this.
You’ll feel uncomfortable first. That’s business and this is your first step to
greatness.
No one is going to refer someone they know if they don’t think you’re
up for the challenge. Literally, copy and paste this message and post it
tonight. I don’t believe you’ll get a huge influx of responses, but all it takes
is one person to write back “I know someone” and you’re on the way.
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That’s your first rodeo. Don’t stress if nothing pops up from this. All
we’re looking to do is getting the word out to start. O
 bviously, if you
have close family/friends with ties to ad agencies or marketing
departments, don’t be shy on giving them a buzz to ask for their advice.
That’s the direction you’ll go with your Linkedin strategy.
Remember, up to now, you should have a few posts about copy on your
Linkedin profile. Now, it’s time to get busy.
If you’ve built up a connection base, the moment has arrived to start the
reaping. Start sorting through the various connections on Linkedin you
have (no matter if you’ve met them or not).
Again, this is how I got my first client...this exact strategy.
I picked out connections in areas that might benefit:
-

Founders of companies
Investors (who might have connections)
Marketing peeps
Executives
People at companies I’m interested in

At the time, I didn’t have too many connections… but I went with who I had.
Once, you sort out the connections you’re interested in reaching out to...
crack your knuckles...time to rock!
First, you need to get your Linkedin profile up to ‘legit’ status. This
book isn’t a ‘Linkedin prospecting’ book, so there’s not much time to go into
this.
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But, to make sure you start off on the right foot, let’s beef up your profile.
1. Write a killer new headline about you being an all-star copywriter.
Don’t get too bogged down with this. Write something quick and simple, yet
specific.
Here’s mine as I write copy for financial companies.

Since we’re not targeting a niche at the moment, we’re looking for ‘quick
kills’ put something along the lines of :

I write sales copy for small-to-medium sized businesses in order to
skyrocket their sales.
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Pretty generic, but better than 90% of Linkedin users who simply have their
job title as their headline.
2. Fill out your “Summary” with details about your new copy venture:
Your summary is much like your “lead” in a long form copy piece. It must
continue on the story from your “Headline.”
Points to discuss in your Summary:
-

What type of copy do you write
What makes you unique as a copywriter
Any successes you’ve had / notable clients
Talk to business owners who struggle with sales --- how can copy
help?

This should be 100-200 words.
3. Add a new position/company called “[Insert name of your copy
company]” and put “Chief Copywriter” (or whatever makes you feel
comfortable).
Don’t worry about incorporating a business or starting a website. Not the
point. All you’re trying to do is get your ‘new position’ as a copywriter shown
as a position. If you’re new to copy, you don’t want prospects to hit your
profile and see “Manager at Electric Company.”
That makes the reader believe: “This person isn’t legit.”
Adding this new position gives you credibility.
----------
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Okay…
You’ve taken 60 minutes to add a little spit shine to your Linkedin profile.
Next step…
Take the names of your Linkedin connections and go to their specific
Linkedin profile page.
This is important because:
- It registers you “viewed their profile”
- You’re able to quickly get a personal tidbit about the person
- Plus, you can swipe their email address
Next…
Put each of their names and emails into a Google Docs spreadsheet.
(absolutely free).
Download “Streak for Gmail.” (absolutely free). It’s a plugin that allows you
to track opens and create a sales funnel.
Last, time to begin the email party.
Now, I want to caveat with something. When you went to each person’s
page, it’s imperative you grabbed some little tidbit about them:
-

Where they work
Their position
Successes
Clubs they’re in
Their story
29

Anything you can relate to them with. That’s all you’re hoping for.
Now, you send them an email.
Don’t worry, I got another swipe for you to copy-and-paste:

SUBJECT: Your advice John
Hi John,
We’ve been connected on Linkedin for a bit, and I really admire what
you’re doing as X at Acme Corp. [any other personalized notes insert
here].
If it’s okay, I was hoping to get your quick advice. See, I’m hoping to
become a top sales copywriter. Your niche, [SAAS], really sparked my
interest because of how fast the sector’s growing.
Curious...do you have any advice for someone looking to break into this
niche and write copy? Would love your thoughts.
Thanks John! Talk soon,
Joe

Notice how it isn’t “needy” or really asking for much of their time (or
money). Everyone wants to give advice no matter how high up the chain
they go.
I promise you’ll get plenty of responses from these emails.
A way to supercharge the response rate...follow-up with them.
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Drop a quick note a week later:
Hey John,
Just as a simple follow-up to my email below. This is a major move in my
career and I thought you’d be a great person to ask for advice.
Do you have any thoughts on my quick note below?
Thanks, talk soon,
Joe

When pursuing a prospect, I’d recommend more follow-ups. For something
like this, I’d leave it at one follow-up.
You download Streak for Gmail to see if/when the recipient opens the email
and how many times. Streak gives you the location (most of the time) of
where they opened the email. If you can tell they’re on vacation (because
they’re Linkedin says they live in one city but they open the email from
another), may want to wait 2 weeks between followups.
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This prospect opened the email 86x before answering :)

Sounds stalkerish-ly creepy, right?
Well -- if you’re serious about finding your first, real paying gig...these are
the things you must be willing to do.
LET’S RECAP:
Steps to take this week:
1. Send out the Facebook status post TONIGHT. (don’t do on
weekends, weekdays only).
2. Touch up your Linkedin page
3. Start sending emails this week.
4. Follow-up.
BONUS TIP:
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If someone responds to your advice email and says “No, I don’t know
anyone.”
Respond:
Thanks Jack for the help. Last thing, are there any companies you know
that you recommend reaching out to, or specific groups to looking into?
Joe
Don’t press anyone. Some people may not be in a position to help. But, try
and get some concrete information out them. If they don’t answer this
email, leave it alone.
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CHAPTER THREE:
TIME TO GET OUTTA THE OFFICE!
Before going off into more advanced and time-consuming tactics to secure
your first client, it’s imperative you do the steps outlined in Chapter two first
before continuing.
Those tactics should drudge up a few leads to get you started.
Now, let’s broaden our horizons a bit.
Back in the ‘old days’ of becoming a self-employed copywriter in the 80’s
and 90’s, you picked up clients mostly from one specific tactic. After all,
there wasn’t any internet to reach out to clients with.
You could cold call. But, from my sources, this is a rare breed in the writing
community.
Actually, most of your clients (back then) came from meeting people at
random at events. Networking.
One of my first clients (at $500/month) came from a networking event.
Events allow you to meet potential decision-makers face-to-face.
These attendees, if approached in the right way, tend to be more open to a
conversation as compared to a cold call approach.
In this chapter, we will discuss which events to attend and how to actually
present yourself at these events.
WHICH EVENTS SHOULD I ATTEND?
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One of my first networking events ever was a local business meetup event.
It was one of the first months I had started my copywriting business (as a
side gig).
The event was free. I snuck out of my office job and went to it. It was at a
massive hotel near my work.
At the event, I grabbed a table where a few people had already
congregated. They were older than me and discussing their businesses.
Finally, at one point, a lady turned to me, asked me my name and asked for
a business card.
At these events, it’s common for everyone to pull out a fistful of business
cards and start dealing them like we’re at a blackjack table.
I sheepishly told her I didn’t bring any cards. She looked at me as if I was
the biggest idiot on the planet.
I metaphorically curled up in a ball and stuffed another free croissant into
my dry mouth.
Later in the event, each person got to stand up and give a 30 second pitch
for themselves. My turn came…
I stand-up and start a word vomit. “I’m...uh...a copywriter. I look at ads and
try to...you know... make them better. See...um...I write. It’s what I love
doing. And if you need someone to help make your ads bring in more
customers, well...um...yeah...I can help…”
I sulked back to my seat.
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Finally, one lady pipes up, “Ummm...so what is it do?” About 30 people had
pitched before me, and no one had any comments after their pitch. Only
me.
So, I had another 60 seconds going into: “ Oh, well you know Don Draper
from Mad Men, that’s what I do, just at a smaller scale.” I  sounded like a
3rd grader trying to get out of doing homework.
“I don’t belong here…” , I thought.
Near the end, the host walked around and had everyone put in their
business cards to win a free gift.
Mind you, there are about 75 people in this room. She gets to me and I
whisper I don’t have a business card. She blurts out to the room: “Who
doesn’t bring a business card to a networking event?”
The room erupts into laughter. I smile it off and shrug my shoulders...I can
still hear the laughter in my head.
Ever a martyr, I attended many more networking events both at this group
and others.
Although, that $500/client came out of that event, the lure of these events
sucked time and money out me.
That’s why I must warn you…
Stay away from local meetups (especially the free ones). T
 hese are
breeding grounds for anxious account managers looking to find clients.
I wasted countless hours attending local events crossing my fingers and
praying for a client to come out of it.
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Guess what? Everyone else was exactly the same.
The approach is all wrong because these local events aren’t a meeting of
companies and potential contractors. It’s putting a bunch of desperate
salesmen in the room and hoping one of them will fork over cash out of
pity.
Stay away from them. These type of events run rampant in every
community and city in the world. Advertised as “networking events” or “free
business event” or “business luncheon”...these all end in wasted time.
You’ll find most of them on Meetup.com. Don’t do it!
Maybe you meet someone who will become a friend, but rarely will
someone end up a customer. Or, it’s going to take a long-time before you
get one --- as in, going every week for 3-5 months before you see a
referral.
Trust me, I’ve attended dozens of networking events. Don’t do this.
Okay...What should I attend?
With every negative experience, there’s a positive one...Instead of local
meetups,
Go to conferences.
At conferences, you’ll find successful companies...many of which would be
happy to talk to you and give you work.
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For copywriters, one of the best conferences you can attend is the A
 WAI
Copywriting Bootcamp. It’s held each year by the American Writers &
Artists Association (AWAI).
There, companies will set up booths in order to talk to you! That’s right.
They’re all looking for copywriters, and I’ve heard stories about
little-experienced writers going to that conference and coming back with 10
potential clients!
Sounds like shooting fish in a barrel!
Of course, there’s a trade-off here. The cost isn’t free, nor is it a tiny
amount. Expect to pay thousands to attend, plus travel and lodging. But, if
you get just one $5,000 project from the trip, you’ll pay off the trip and
expenses in one swoop.
Not a bad ROI if you find some long-term clients.
Another strategy I’ve gleaned from experts is to a
 ttend conferences
where your potential customers already attend.
Meaning this ---> don’t go to copywriting conferences or marketing events.
Other copywriters already go to those and dilute the field.
Instead, if you’re in the construction niche, go after construction
conferences. Self-help niche? Go to conferences where ‘life coaches’ and
such attend.
We are not talking much about niche in this book (although it’s my
recommended path of choice) as we’re looking for you to get clients as fast
as possible. I’ll talk to you about niche in other emails you’ll get from me as
a thanks for picking up this book.
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At ‘niche’ conferences, you’ll be surrounded by those in the niche already.
Most likely, you’ll be able to roam the floor and be the only copywriter
in the room.
Imagine the interest when you tell your table you help ‘X companies get
more clients starting this month.’
Everyone will want a taste of your pitch. There will be a flurry of interest as
long as you put yourself out there.
What if I can’t afford to go to all these conferences?
Start with conferences coming to your city. Google “Conferences”
“[Your city]” and see what comes up. Type in specific industries you’re
interested in and look for conferences.
Another way to save on conferences --- o
 nly buy an exhibition pass. This
means you only get access to the large rooms filled with companies and
their booths.
Some conferences even just have a ‘hall pass.’ Here, you only get access
to the halls of the conference so you can bump into people and strike up
conversations.
This brings me to how you actually should carry yourself at conferences.
I’ve been to a handful of conferences and tried different ways to start
conversations, bring up business and such.
5 TIPS TO NAIL NETWORKING AT CONFERENCES:
#1: Stay away from the ‘celebrities’ you might already know at the
conference. Everyone is going to try and get facetime with the big name
speakers and the online ‘gurus.’
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I remember one conference I attended a few years back, I was in the
middle of working on a podcast with a buddy. We had interviewed dozens
of people, and many of our guests were at this conference.
Those were fun people to bump into. But others I didn’t know (yet admired)
I approached...and I found some real jerks. Not to mention, it was a pain to
get to these people because every single person in the room was trying for
the same thing.
Here’s what you do instead --- talk to the other
non-conference-celebrities. You’ll meet more people and it’s less of a
hassle.
You’ll be surprised how many great companies are ‘buried’ under all the
noise at a conference. You never know who you’re standing next to at the
bar…
Strike up a conversation.
That leads to the second tip…
#2: Strike up conversations with strangers at the bars and conference
meetups:
The most fun you’ll have at the conference (hands down) is meeting new
people. Sitting in ‘talks’ get dull fairly quick.
They only exist for the speakers to sell more product and plaster: “I spoke
at “XYZ” conference.”
The real moneymaker for you are the strangers hanging about because
their bosses offered them a free ticket and hotel stay. Most folks are open
to a good conversation.
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At times during your writing career, you will feel alone in your
battle to make a living and a life. Boom! A conference gives you
time to connect with other business folk looking to make a
living as well.
They feel just as lonely at times in their chosen fields. A person going
through the same struggles and triumphants is a breath of fresh air.
Spend time hanging out at the bar (not as a Mc-Creep), have a smile on
your face, wear your conference badge. If you see someone else wearing a
conference badge, walk over confidently and start a conversation:
----------------------------------How to Start a Conversation with a Stranger

1.) Make eye contact and smile.

2.) Ask “How’s the conference going for you?”  or, if something big had just
happened, ask about that.
3.) Ask “What are you hoping to learn by coming here?” M
 ost people don’t
get to talk about their goals so give others the chance.
4.) Ask another non-Yes or No Question.
5.) EASY!
------------------------------Keep your eyes peeled for any meetups going on as well. If you know a
few people going to the conference, organize your own meetup. One
conference I went to, I partnered with two other people to do a meetup.
We expected maybe 20-30 people. Instead, we got over a 100 to attend!
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Don’t worry if starting one isn’t for you. The point is: C
 onferences are
meant for securing connections and clients...NOT CONSUMING
CONTENT.
Going to consume talks is a waste of time (at most conferences). You’ll be
able to find plenty of the same content on free podcasts and blog posts. Go
to meet people.
That leads you and I to point number three…
#3: Use your friends as a relaxing tool, not a crutch:
This assumes you attend a conference with someone you know, whether a
friend, spouse or work colleague.
It’s far too easy to attend every talk with the person you know and go to the
same meetups...and then you realize by the end of the conference, you
met zero new people.
My wife came to one conference I went to. The only time we chatted was at
night for bed, and when I needed a break.
The rest of the time, I was out by myself meeting people. Conferences
are too expensive to rub shoulders with people you already know.
I made it a point to always eat breakfast at a table where I knew no one.
Intimidating? Sure. Especially if the people looked like they knew each
other already and I felt I was butting in.
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Remember this: Most of these people you will never see again. As long as
you don’t make a bad impression, they most likely will never remember you
again unless you follow up with them.
There are tons of people who came to the conference knowing no one.
They are secretly yearning for someone to reach out and talk with them.
Even successful businessmen can be shy to start conversations. Again,
you never know who is sitting next to you.
You’ll have plenty of time to hang out with people you know on the ride
home...don’t throw money away not branching out!
Which leads us to the point: ‘Okay, how do I get clients from this?’
Well, besides conferences (like AWAI) where you walk up to companies
already looking for you, it comes down to simply talking and listening.
#4: Work on your elevator pitch:
I made this mistake at my first conference. I didn’t realize how many times
someone would ask: “So, what are you working on? What’s your
business?”
Then, I would proceed to stumble through some 30-second, incoherent
rambling. With an elevator pitch, you have about 10 seconds to grab
someone’s attention before their eyes glaze over and they start looking for
a way out of the conversation.
An elevator pitch is essentially a 15-30 second summary of what you do.
-----------------Crafting an Elevator Pitch
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1.) Right away in the first 3 seconds, “What you do and how you’re
different.”
2.) Problem you’re tackling
3.) What you do to solve that problem?
------------------------You want to be ultra-specific on who you help and how you do it. If you do
that, it’s much easier for someone to help you.
If you just say “I’m a copywriter.” Many people will not get a clear picture
about what you do.
For me, I work with financial companies writing copy:
“I write sales copy for financial companies and publishers to help them get
more premium subscribers.”
If this touches a nerve, someone will dig in and ask more. If they don’t ask
to hear more, your pitch obviously didn’t sway them in any direction.
To keep that conversation moving when you do find someone who could
help you…
#5: Learn the Art of Asking Questions:
This is one of my secret weapons for having conversations with anyone on
the planet. It sounds super simple...but, man...when I happen to creepily
eavesdrop on conversations between others at Starbucks, everyone's
sentences start with “I, I, I.”
It’s hilarious because we care more about ourselves than others
(unfortunate, right). At the same time though, it’s important to listen to
others in order to build a relationship.
------------------------
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Here’s how bad conversationalists approach meeting new people:
Other person: Yeah, I’m from New York. I do design work.
You: Cool, I spent a summer in New York. I’ve always struggled with
design, that’s why I write.
--------------------See, how bad a conversation like this is. Yet, it’s so common it’s not even
funny.
Listen to yourself as you interact with people. Does every comment from
someone come back to you responding with your own story?
I was talking to a close friend recently, and she said: “Joe, you seem to be
able to talk to so many people. I feel like I used to be able to in college, but
not anymore.”
I told her kindly: “Well, it’s simple really. When you talk to someone, only
talk about them, not you (unless they ask).”
She started noticing in her daily conversations, how often when someone
talked to her, she would go right into talking about herself before really
responding to the other person.
It’s the same at a conference. Everyone wants to be heard and admired
for the work they do.
The last thing they want is someone to come rolling up and begin pitching
like mad.
If, instead, you listen first, and talk about yourself last...you’ll find many
more meaningful conversations in the future.
Things to talk about?:
- Ask about the person’s interests
- Ask a
 bout their family
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- Ask for advice
- Show your vulnerability instead of trumpeting your successes
- NOTE: Don’t make the person feel you are ‘grilling’ them. The
questions should be natural and not shotgun, rapid-fire.
As you do this more and more in conversations, you’ll see people start
opening up. Once they’ve opened up enough, slide in a few questions
about yourself and what you do.
You’ll have built so much goodwill at this point, the person will bend over
backwards to try and help!

LET’S RECAP:
Points to take:
1.
2.
3.
4.

No local meetups + “free networking events” allowed!
Find local conferences to start, buy a ‘hall pass’ for cheap
Learn the art of talking to people at conferences
Walk away with leads!

BONUS TIP:

Forget business cards! I’ve never gotten a client because of how cool my
card was, or even that I handed one out.
Save your money. I still have my original box of cards from years ago. I
may have handed out 30 cards out of the 500 in my box from Vistaprint.
Now, my 2-year old daughter uses them as playing cards for her stuffed
animals.
[SECOND BONUS]: Others will, however, give you their business card.
The greatest weapon to landing clients at conferences...and I’m stuffing it
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at the end of the chapter...EMAIL/FOLLOWUP WITH EVERY PERSON
YOU MEET AT THE CONFERENCE. Watch the clients roll in from this...

CHAPTER FOUR:
“Foot in the Door ADVICE”
Really, you could stop at the first two tactics, and I guarantee you’ll pick up
a client or two. But, I’m not going to leave ya hanging!
There’s so much more to get into and tactics to try, I can’t stop!
See, I used to hate sales. Asking people for money was the bane of my
existence. Fundraisers at school? I hid.
It could be because I grew up in a family of 11 kids...money was tight...we
only bought things (for the most part) we needed. Something in my brain
wanted to ‘shut out’ anyone trying to sell me something.
Fast forward to now...I wish I could close deals and collect checks all the
time. Obviously, I could...but, I need time to actually write for clients!!!
You may be in a similar predicament. You may HATE THE THOUGHT OF
SELLING TO CLIENTS. I know I did.
I’m about to show you an easy way to break down those walls…
Here’s what I realized: Making change is hard. (duh, right?). But, it’s
necessary if you plan to grow and start writing full-time.
The first step to making a change is to take a step in the right
direction. Doing something to the ‘ultimate extreme’ will only lead
you to crash and burn.
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Much like --- if you haven’t exercised and/or dieted in years and you try
starting the most extreme diet/exercise regime possible...you will fail. That’s
almost a guarantee.
What do you do instead?
You start with something small. A step in the right direction. Maybe you cut
out sodas. No desserts after dinner. No eating after 8pm. See how these
little changes start.
Soon, you expand beyond that until you have a rock-hard booty.
What does this have to do with sales?
Well, I realized I could start learning sales with a small tweak.
Ask for something...just not money.
And that’s when this chapter was born. This tactic propelled me into copy,
my first clients, and ultimately quitting my job and this month (as of this
writing) I’ll be banking around $31,000 in 30 days. That’s $372,000
annualized!
How do you start?
The “sale” will be asking for advice. Why advice? Because there’s very little
people like more than dishing out their perfect, well-thought out opinions.
Even when they’re wrong…
Now, you might be thinking this is similar to the Linkedin strategy I
mentioned before? Well, this is a bit more advanced.
The strategy above is for reaching out to people you are already connected
to on Linkedin. Now, we’re expanding.
Because, here’s the thing...you’ll find many people don’t log-in to Linkedin
as much as you would hope.
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That means there is an audience out there who you can’t find on social
media. So, we need to dig them up ourselves.
The way we do that:
1. Find the companies we want to target
2. Find t heir email address
3. Use a similar ‘advice’ script as we did before
FINDING COMPANIES TO TARGET:
Look for companies you’d be interested in writing for. Google certain
niches, remember the conferences you looked for in the last step? Look at
the sponsors, etc. for those events.
Check your Facebook news feed for companies. “LIKE” pages as you
bump into companies. All you’re looking for is companies in your area to
start.
Next, you want to look for specific people at the company. You can check
Linkedin for this.
Look for the: CEO, CMO, Director of Marketing, or the Copy Chief.
FIND THEIR EMAILS:
First, start with downloading these Chrome plugins:
- Streak for Gmail (recommended earlier)
- Clearbit
You’ll want to first start with the “ABOUT” page of a website. Look if they
post their email anywhere on the site.
Then start Googling:
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- Put “@companyname.com” email into Google
- If that doesn’t bring anything up, try common variations of emails:
- firstinitial.lastname@company.com
- firstname.lastname@company.com
- firstname.lastinitial@company.com
- Next, go to their “Linkedin” and see if their email or personal email is
there.
If that doesn’t work, open your GMail, and start typing in their email
addresses into your “TO” field. Clearbit will populate if the email is correct.

If you still can’t find an email, move on to another company.
SEND THEM AN “ADVICE” EMAIL
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Remember the email we sent to those we already connected with on
Linkedin?

SUBJECT: Your advice John
Hi John,
We’ve been connected on Linkedin for a bit, and I really admire what
you’re doing as X at Acme Corp. [any other personalized notes insert
here].
If it’s okay, I was hoping to get your quick advice. See, I’m hoping to
become a top sales copywriter. Your niche, [SAAS], really sparked my
interest because of how fast the sector’s growing.
Curious...do you have any advice for someone looking to break into this
niche and write copy? Would love your thoughts.
Thanks John! Talk soon,
Joe

Well, we are going to tweak it a bit:

SUBJECT: Your advice John
Hi John,
I stumbled on your company and all the work you’re doing as [Position] at
Acme Corp. [Insert a personalized sentence about the
prospect...achievements? Blog post they wrote?]
If it’s okay, I was hoping to get your quick advice. See, I’m hoping to
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become a top sales copywriter in your niche [INSERT NICHE]
Since you’re a leader in this space, I figured you’d have some golden
nuggets. How do you recommend I break into this niche and write copy if
you were me? Would love your thoughts.
Thanks John! Talk soon,
Joe

With this script, it is a bit more unfamiliar, yet still gets across the same
sentiment.
Plus, it’s short at less than 100 words. It’s tempting with cold outreach to
ramble for 300-500 words…
That’s a call for the Spam Hammer!
You are busy...they are also busy...short.
After you send this email, you could get a response back giving you
specific advice on what to do. Others may not even answer.
If they don’t answer, you can use the same follow-up email I told you in the
second tactic.
If someone does drop some knowledge bombs on you, don’t let them slip
away. Perhaps, they offer to meet for coffee or a phone call...do it.
Perhaps, they simply give advice and say ‘good luck.’ D
 o anything you
can to keep the conversation going:
- Ask a follow-up question (short and sweet...no long stories here)
- Ask t hem if there’s a group or person they recommend reaching out
to
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Your goal is to hook one of these folks into a phone call and see if
they have a referral or work for you. Remember, I got my first client
reaching out and asking for advice. And it paid $1,200/month.
Reach out to at least 50 people at companies you’re interested in and
document the responses.
If you’re not getting much response, that specific company may not do
much copywriting or the executive may not know anything to tell you. Move
on.
[BONUS]: AD AGENCY ‘FOOT-IN-THE-DOOR’
I have a love-hate relationship with ad agencies. I believe they are bloated
and spend more time trying to win awards than actually driving sales for
companies.
However, many small-to-medium sized ad agencies at times need outside
copywriters to pick up client work. Don’t expect to be writing commercials
for Mercedes Benz, but you’ll get shots at print and digital ads for fairly
large companies. [Great for your sample portfolio...ding ding ding!]
Ad agencies could be a great avenue to pick a ‘quick win’ and see some
cash flow into your bank account.
To start: You’ll use the same process above, instead reach out directly to
the Creative Director or the Agency’s Director.
Tweak the email a little more:
SUBJECT: Your advice John
Hi John,
I stumbled on your agency and all the work you’re doing marketing
brands like [Coke? Pepsi? Look at their website…]
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If it’s okay, I was hoping to get your quick advice. See, I’m hoping to
become a top sales copywriter. You live and breath copy everyday, so I
figured you’d be the perfect person to ask.
How do you recommend I break into writing copy if you were me? I’m in
talks with companies and have some samples, but ready to do this
full-time. Would love your thoughts.
Thanks John! Talk soon,
Joe

Here, you’re flattering in the beginning as all agency peeps love. Then,
you’re dropping hints you’re not a total newbie because you’re “in talks with
companies” and “have samples.”
I’d bet many of the responses you’ll get are “send me your samples and I’ll
take a look.”
WARNING: Agency people are fickle (sorry guys). Just because you send
samples doesn’t mean you will hear a response. I’d say you have a 50/50
shot of ever hearing from them again. Still, push on. Try various agencies.
My first agency client came from a referral.
LET’S RECAP:
Steps to take:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Find companies you’re interested in that are local
Find the right person’s email address
Send them the script above
Follow-up
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5. [BONUS] Reach out to ad agencies in your area (especially the
smaller ones)
BONUS TIP:

This can be nerve-wrecking to do if you’ve never cold-called, cold-emailed
anyone in your life. First thing, you get better at it. Nowadays, I shoot off
cold-emails on a whim all the time. Doesn’t mean I always get a response,
but sometimes I strike gold!
Second, you’re learning how to ask for things with this exercise. You’re
giving the potential prospect an easy way to start a dialogue with you.
Third, remember...you will probably never see these people again. Before
every email, think: “I’m going to get help from this person. If not, it’s okay.
I’ll never meet them ever anyway.”
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CHAPTER FIVE:
WRITING A LETTER...TO MAKE YOU
FEEL BETTER!
Remember when you used to get too much mail in your mailbox and
shouted: “Why not just send this through email?!?”
Today, it’s flipped.
We want more people to mail us something rather than email. Feeling that
personalized letter in your hands is just a different feeling nowadays, right?
Guess what…?
Your potential clients feel the same way. They would love something
they could feel in their hands.
That’s why, when I get someone calling me up saying they posted
something from a letter I sent on their wall...I know I’m up to something.
Let me explain…
When I first quit my job in February 2016, I was lost in terms of what to do
to find clients.
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All of my clients up to then had been in different industries, zero referrals
from them coming in, plus, I had no leads. (This was before I discovered
my “advice” strategy above).
While flipping through a book by Dan Kennedy, I stumbled on his
recommendations to send out direct mail pieces. After all, in today’s digital
age, less and less companies are doing this.
“Hmm…” It’s worth a shot.
But, I didn’t want to just send some normal letter. I wanted to send
something that stood out.
I’ll tell you the sweet trick that I pulled in a minute. Results first…
I only had 23 potential prospects to send out a letter too. Actually, I felt I
couldn’t afford anymore, that’s how low my confidence was at the time.
After sending 23 people the letter I’ll show you, I picked up 2 new clients.
One of them was worth $5,000+.
Actually, that’s a lie. I believe this one client is worth over $100,000. Let me
tell you why.
Because in the copy space, your samples could be a make-or-break deal.
Well, this one new client was cranking up their copy and I was a copywriter.
Match made in heaven!
I say this client was worth 6-figures because I leveraged the poo-poo
out of the copy I wrote into other jobs down the line. Thank you new
client!
Unfortunately, everything fell apart a few months later. This company hired
a new ‘hot shot’ ad executive who valued copy as much as old gum. He
berated me for the price I charged and set me packing.
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I was hurt then...but now it’s worked out beautifully as I took their ‘pricey’
copy and leveraged it. Looks like I got the last laugh.
So, I sent a “special” letter to 23 people and got 2 clients from it. That’s
amazing! Nowhere else in the direct mail industry do you dial up almost 9%
response rates. (Typically, direct mail yields less than 1%)
I’ll give you the exact letter I wrote right now. But, there’s a bit of magic at
play.
Have you read Robert Cialdini’s book “Influence” ? It’s probably in the Top
5 short list of books to read if you ever want to be a copywriter and quit
your job.
Well, he lays out 6 principle persuasion methods in the book. I won’t go
through them all here. But, I’ll show you one.
It’s called “reciprocation.”
As you might guess, reciprocation says: “If I give you something, at some
point, you’ll feel compelled to return the favor.” T
 he term ‘called in favors’
leverages reciprocation to the max. No one likes being indebted to another.
With that said, I jumped on this powerful persuasion tactic in the letter I
sent out. Guess how I did it?
*I attached a $2 bill to the top of the letter!*
Yep. A good ol’ Thomas Jefferson-faced $2 note.
For those not in the US, the $2 bill is the most uncommon bill and rarely
used by consumers. They aren’t necessarily ‘rare’ but it turns head when
someone takes them out (funny enough).
I’ve heard of the “$1 letter” from legendary copywriter, Gary Halbert. I
thought I’d try something more unique.
It paid off 1000x over! Literally. More like 2400x I’d say!
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Here’s exactly what I sent:
PAGE ONE:
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PAGE TWO:
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This is a pretty balls-y letter if I do say so. Being a much better copywriter
now, there’s definitely pieces I’d change.
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The OFFER, for instance, could be more focused. Rather than offering to
look at their “website”, I could personalize it even more to put something
ultra-specific about them in it. Meaning:
“I read your last email about “XYZ.” I believe if you say “THIS” or “THAT”
you’d see a 2-3x increase in clicks to the website.”
Something that’s ultra-specific in value. Another thing I’d change is making
the “4X” a bit more concrete. I believe the lead-in teases through the first
page and gets the prospect reading.
However, at the second page, there isn’t a clear “service” defined that
really highlights what I can do for their business. It’s too vague. I’d start with
putting “4X” into more concrete terms.
“$25,000 in sales turns into $100,000.”
I’d also look for raw data to make the “4X” more believable. Perhaps have it
more like “405%”.
Good things “young copywriter Joe” did well:
1.
2.
3.
4.

$2 bill idea stuck
The first page is a nice tease-fest to keep them reading
It’s not a long letter (only 2 pages)
I make it specific to them relatively. I targeted “finance” companies to
make it more niche-specific.

For you to do the same, touch up my letter. For the most part though, (you
heard it here), take it all and mail it out again.
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KEY POINT: Make sure you find exactly who you should send it to
or else all will be wasted. If need be, call the receptionist and make
sure you have their name and position right.
Too much time to mail personalized letters...rope in some friends
or your spouse would love to do it...hehe
If you’re confused about this last point...check out the bonus tip at the end
of this chapter
[THE TRUTH] The True Secret Here:
Let me pull back the curtain a bit...because I’m not being entirely
truthful...I’m coming clean…
The two clients I picked up did not come as a direct result of the letter.
Actually, it was after I followed up with them through email I finally got
them.
Sales is typically found in the ‘follow-up’ and not the initial touch. All I did
here was find the email address of the person I sent it to (I show you how
to find emails above) and shoot them a quick follow-up message.
In this message you’re simply mentioning the $2 letter and curious if they
work with outside copywriters.
That’s it. This last strategy worked wonders for me and really sent me down
the right path in my copy career.
LET’S RECAP:
Steps to take:
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1. Find 25 companies to mail the letter I showed you
2. Go get $2 bills from local bank (if in US). In other countries, use
something unique on the letter.
3. Get stamps, envelopes and print out the 2-page letter
4. Mail them.
5. Follow up!
BONUS:
On your envelope, DO NOT use stickers or pre-printed addresses. You will
get the best open rate (hands down) writing out the addresses in
handwriting.
Remember, we all love receiving personalized mail in this digital age. Stand
out in their mailbox right away by taking the 30 minutes to write out the
addresses.
To get the letter actually read, you must...you guessed it...personalize it
with their name + company. Maybe even put their company name at the top
with the address. We will read personalized letters.
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CHAPTER SIX:
THE DO’s & DON’Ts OF
THE ABOVE STRATEGIES:
Armed with these four strategies, you’ll be well on your way to your first
check(s) with new copywriting clients.
Still, you’re going to have many unanswered questions...that’s why I
decided to fit in one more chapter into this premium book.
There are the “Do’s” and “Don’ts” of what I recommend in prior chapters.
It’s because you could easily waste time doing the wrong things.
I made plenty of mistakes my first few months of starting my copy career. If
I had started with all these strategies, I’d be farther ahead than where I am
now. You’re going to get the jump on me!
Mistakes remain a part of the journey. Remember that. There will be things
that don’t work out, clients you thought you had pack up and leave,
prospects who tell you “I’ll sign the contract” and you never hear from them
again (happened 2x in one week).
All you can do is keep going, keep going, keep going. There’s so much
money floating out there for good copy. Sometimes, it takes time to dig.
Don’t be like this guy:
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David McElroy - davidmcelroy.org
Be the top guy who keeps going.
Okay, let’s dive in. Let’s start with the “Don’ts”:
“DON’Ts”
#1: DON’T SEND IDEAS IN FIRST EMAIL
When I first started out sending messages to executives, I started with
advice and it worked. Then, I tried to get fancy.
I started sending actual IDEAS to these executives rather than asking for
advice. I felt it was a great way to provide value upfront.
Well...that doesn’t work. I wasted hours and hours sending ideas to people
and 95% of them never became a client.
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Only one ever became a client...and they ended up being a bad client. I do
recommend sending ideas later on in an interaction, and I’ll show you how
in other content you will get.
#2 DON’T SEND ACTUAL GIFTS AS YOUR FIRST TOUCH POINT TO A
PROSPECT
Next, in my letter strategy, I discuss sending a crisp $2 as a way to really
suck the reader in. After all, you’d be curious too if you saw a $2 attached
to a letter addressed to you.
Now, when I first thought of this method, I didn’t send a $2.
No.
I sent things wayyy bigger…
- One executive I sent a cutting board with their name inscribed in it
- Another I discovered just had a baby so I sent a golf club with the
baby’s name on it
- Still another I sent a pizza slicer and pizza board with their family’s
names on them
Looking back, this is super embarrassing. As you can imagine, this is sorta
creepy wouldn’t you say? Imagine getting a cutting board in the mail...you
didn’t order it...and on the board is your family’s name and your name with
your spouse?
You’d be a little weirded out.
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Yes, I know now that this was a terrible idea. It cost me over $1,000 to
send to 10 executives and it produced 0 new clients. One of them reached
out to say “thanks” and that was it.
Another....the one with the new baby...seemed more worried as she
emailed asking “How did you know the name of my baby?” I t wasn’t hard
as she posted on her Instagram one hundred times. Now, I see her point.
Let me save face a little bit. Sending these types of gifts to your current
clients work like gangbusters. I sent one to a client, and ended up doing a
$8,000 project right after. Another I sent a cutting board is still a client on
retainer for $1,500/month.
One prospect I sent him books he asked me about. He ended becoming a
client. But, that was after we had a phone call. I didn’t send him books out
of the blue.
So, gifts work. Just don’t send them to strangers (like I did)! Only to current
clients. A $2 is less personal, thus less creepy.
#3: DON’T ‘COUNT YOUR CHICKENS’ WHEN SOMEONE SAYS
THEY’RE INTERESTED.
Last point in the “DON’Ts”, and this one will be tempting…
When you’re first starting out, any sort of response from a potential
prospect gets you excited. Meaning, if someone reaches out “asking for
samples” etc., you will be 100% tempted to move this prospect into the
“Current Client” column.
“Oh, I won’t do that!”
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Trust me...when you’re desperate for clients at first, you’ll start counting
your chickens before they hatch.
Now, this isn’t necessarily a “tactical” move...it’s more a recommendation
so you keep your sanity. The best (maybe even the healthiest) thing to do
is to be thankful you received a positive response from one of your
prospecting strategies...but don’t live and die from it.
Meaning, spend almost zero time thinking about your prospects unless
you’re working on ways to add value to them. I’ve wasted too many hours
that I could’ve spent with my wife and kids, ‘shadow-counting’ money I
didn’t know I was going to get.
“Oh, well that client will be worth $5,000, so we can go out and spend on
new countertops because we have the money.”
You do not have a client until a check is in your hands. Y
 ou’ll be surprised
how many people will string you along because they are too afraid to say
“NO” to you.
Save your sanity. Desperation will never, ever make the sale. Actually,
what works is the old dating advice from ‘players,’ instead, offer to end the
conversation and move on. If you act like you’ll cut the conversation off
before the prospect, some will change their tune and be ready to sign that
day. More on that another time.
Point to remember:
Those are my top “DONT” recommendations. To balance it out, let’s think
more positive and go into what to “DO.”
“DO’s”
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#1: DO BE PREPARED TO SEND OVER BIG IDEAS TO BUILD TRUST
Definitely, follow the four strategies I put together in this book. Let’s put a
cherry on top.
In one of my “DON’Ts”, I told you not to send ideas in your first contact.
Only 1 out of 50 became clients for me and that client stunk.
Here’s a caveat --- have ideas ready to send them. The best way to start a
relationship off is to prove you have the prospect’s best interests in mind.
You should be an “idea fountain!” Meaning, you share ideas with anyone
who will listen. In copywriting, big ideas will win you clients over more
experienced writers.
Piggy-backing off my last “DON’T”, again, don’t count your chickens and
assume if you send them great ideas, they will become clients. To be
honest, in sales, you will hear “NO” more than a “YES.” So, you will send
ideas to 5 companies, I’d estimate 1 will become a client.
Keep that stat in mind. Do a jig if you get 2 or 3 out of 5. Awesome! Still,
don’t assume until you got the check in your hand...no matter how much
the prospect says “I want to work with you.” None of that counts until the
check is written.
#2: DO BE CONSISTENT WITH YOUR PROSPECTING EVEN WHEN
YOU’RE DISCOURAGED OR OVERWHELMED WITH LEADS
I do believe, as stated at the beginning of this book, you could secure your
first client in the next 30 days following these four strategies. I promise this
because when I followed these strategies everyday, I saw immediate
results.
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And that brings me to this “DO.” You must be consistent with your
prospecting. Everyday for the next 30 days, you must do something to
move the ball forward. Because some weeks, you may hear nothing. Then,
the next week you’ll be overwhelmed with responses.
Remember, every lead will not become a client. That’s pretty much a
guarantee. The key to a good copy business is keeping your pipeline full as
you can.
Every week, keep plugging away. If your calendar is full with potential client
phone calls, keep prospecting. One of my more advanced Linkedin
strategies I’ll share in another book brought in 30 leads in one month!
That’s a lot of phonecalls.
Still, I kept prospecting even with all the calls to do.
To keep it fresh, mix up the strategies. As others reach out to connect with
you, use a hybrid version of these strategies.
Your mindset should be wired to ‘abundance.’ There is so much work out
there for you. But, it’s only awarded to those who work for it.
#3 DO CONTINUE LEARNING ABOUT COPY AND MASTERING IT
Last of all...and I understand you may be overwhelmed at this point...but,
you must continue learning copy as you go.
You’ll need to do tons of work upfront to lay the groundwork for new clients.
That takes time. For many of your prospects, you’ll be planting the seeds
for work down the line.
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The best way to prepare for that ‘later’ work is continuing to learn the craft
of writing copy now. Take breaks from prospecting to read a chapter or two
from top copywriting books.
You will find my top copy book recommendations here ---> Q
 uit Job to
Write Site
If you’re working a job (which many of you will be), take your downtime in
your commute, lunch time, or even at work (scandalous I know) to do your
reading. At those times, it’ll be hard to prospect, so read.
Take a sabbatical from your fantasy and mystery books for 6 months. If
you’re absolutely serious about leaving your old life behind, now’s the time.
It takes sacrifice and hard work. Something no ‘guru’ or ‘coach’ will tell you
while they peddle $5,000 courses and seminars.
I’m betting you’re up for the challenge. I’m betting you will find the time to
get your copy reading down while prospecting. After all, the wealthiest folks
in the world have the same 24 hours as you.
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CONCLUSION:
GOING FORWARD
I hope you’re stoked about building your own copywriting business. Even if
you don’t want to write copy forever, it’s the best, low-cost business to start
so you can earn a great income and quit your job at light speed.
After multiple failed “businesses”, I finally got my copy business clicking on
all cylinders. At this moment, this month I expect to finish with revenues
around $31,000. Yep. Just this month.
At my old accounting job, I never went over $5,000/month.
As you get better at writing and you master finding and closing
clients...you’ll realize you’re having more fun than you ever expected at
“work.”
Today, I look forward to Mondays. I get so excited for a new week of
helping clients and the wonder of “how large a project am I closing this
week?” It’s incredible.
However...this book is just the tip of the iceberg. There is much, much more
to cover in starting up your copy business (or re-booting it), finding the right
high-value clients, closing them, maintaining them and making sure you’re
getting an awesome price for your services.
BONUS:
There are a handful of great sites that post regular jobs for copywriters
(some full-time, some contract).
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I’ve never landed a position directly from it, but I did see a company post
they needed a copywriter. Then, I direct emailed the CEO and they booked
me. They’re now a 5-figure client.
Great sites to regularly look at:
- Copyblogger job board
- Wealthy Web Writer job board (may need to register for some
listings)
- AWAI job board (you must be a paid member of AWAI)

Keep an eye on your email inbox.
Coming soon…
My complete, step-by-step guide to finding the perfect clients,
closing them and getting paid 6-figures per year.
The book you’re reading now helps you get those first few clients.
But, what do  you do after that?
Well, that’s what I’m going to show you in a few days.
If you’re ultra-serious about quitting your job and making 6-figures
as a writer this year...it’s time to listen up.
Stay tuned,
Joe Cassandra
Quit Job to Write
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